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Therapy of intracellular pathogens can be complicated by drug toxicity, drug resistance, and the need for prolonged treatment regimens. One approach that has shown promise is immunotherapy. Leishmaniasis, a vector-borne disease ranked among the six most important tropical infectious diseases by the World Health Organization, has been treated clinically with crude or defined vaccine preparations or cytokines, such as IFN-γ and GM-CSF, in combination with chemotherapy. We have attempted to develop an improved and defined immunotherapeutic using a mouse model of cutaneous leishmaniasis. We hypothesized that immunotherapy may be improved by using TLR synergy to enhance the parasite-specific immune response. We formulated L110f, a well-established Leishmania poly-protein vaccine candidate, in conjunction with either monophosphoryl lipid A, a TLR4 agonist, or CpG, a TLR9 agonist, or a combination of these, and evaluated anti-Leishmania immune responses in absence or presence of active disease. Only mice treated with L110f plus monophosphoryl lipid A-CpG were able to induce a strong effective T cell response during disease and subsequently cured lesions and reduced parasite burden when compared with mice treated with L110f and either single adjuvant. Our data help to define a correlate of protection during active infection and indicate TLR synergy to be a potentially valuable tool in treating intracellular infections. The Journal of Immunology, 2010, 185: 1701–1710.

Leishmania are obligate intracellular parasites that induce chronic infections in which these protozoa may establish themselves in part through immunomodulation of the host. Depending on the species, infection may cause lesions of skin (cutaneous leishmaniasis [CL]) or mucosa (mucosal leishmaniasis) or the most fatal outcome, wherein parasite disseminates in the spleen and liver, causing visceral leishmaniasis (kala-azar) (1). Post–kala-azar dermal leishmaniasis is yet another disease caused by persistence of Leishmania donovani parasites in the skin following apparently successful treatment of visceral leishmaniasis (2, 3). Chemotherapy with antimony-containing drugs, such as Pentostam and Glucantime, or antifungal and antiprotozoan drugs, such as Amphotericin B and Miltefosine, have shown some success, but drug-resistant strains are on the rise (4–6).

To date, only two vaccines have been licensed for use in humans, one for prophyaxis using live parasites in Uzbekistan, and the second for immunotherapy, which used killed parasites in Brazil (no longer manufactured). Although both of these vaccines have shown varied success, reports of adverse reactions at injection site and quality control issues are significant (7–10). Second-generation vaccines using live genetically modified parasites, or bacteria or viruses containing Leishmania genes, recombinant or native fractions, have been known since the 1990s (11, 12). A number of groups have reported on the use of TLR agonists as adjuvants with recombinant proteins against this disease. Agonists of TLRs 4 (monophosphoryl lipid A [MPL] and glucopyranosyl lipid A [GLA]), 7 (Imiquimod), and 9 (CpG) have all shown to be successful in different animal models of leishmaniasis (13–20).

LEISH-F1 (also known as L110f), in combination with the adjuvant MPL, is the first defined vaccine candidate for leishmaniasis to be tested in both animals and human clinical trials (12, 14, 15, 21, 22). This vaccine has been shown to induce strong Th1 responses that can help eliminate parasite upon infection (14, 21). Recently, Seder et al. (14, 20, 23) used this Ag to establish a protective correlate for prophylaxis. Optimal formulation and delivery of this Ag were shown to induce a multifunctional CD4 T cell subset that secreted IFN-γ, TNF-α, and IL-2, found to be crucial for parasite clearance upon infection. However, less is known regarding the ability to generate effective T cell responses in the face of clinical or subclinical infection, an important issue for individuals in endemic areas. There is still no approved second-generation vaccine for therapy of leishmanial infection, even though immunotherapy against Leishmania has been practiced for more than a century now (24). Use of heat-killed Leishmania as an immunotherapeutic vaccine, although approved in Brazil, is still not widely accepted (11, 12). The undefined nature of this product coupled with reports of adverse effects have made it difficult to standardize formulation and define protective correlates during infection.

We previously used a defined Ag preparation to successfully treat drug-refractory mucosal leishmaniasis patients (25, 26). Patients were treated with a combination of four leishmanial proteins (three of which have been fused to create L110f) adjuvanted with GM-CSF. In this study, we used Ag L110f to optimize adjuvants in the vaccine formulation and define immune correlates for protection during active infection. We explored the use of TLR synergy...
during active disease in mice, using a high-dose injection model. Our studies show that whereas administration of Ag L110f with either TLR4 or TLR9 agonist induces high levels of multilevel effector T cells in the absence of infection, it fails to do so during active infection. The combination of these agonists, however, overcomes this defect. Furthermore, we also show the importance of Ag during immunotherapy, in the absence of which treatment with adjuvants alone may exacerbate disease.

Materials and Methods

Mice

Female BALB/c mice were purchased from Charles River Laboratories (Wilmington, MA) and maintained in specific pathogen-free conditions in the animal facilities of Infectious Disease Research Institute (Seattle, WA). All mice entered experiments at 6-8 wk of age. All animal procedures were approved by the institutional animal care and use committee.

Parasites and infection

Leishmania major clone V1 (MHOM/IL/80/Friedlin) parasites were grown as previously described (21). A total of 1-2 × 10^7 highly infective-stage metacyclic promastigotes was isolated from stationary cultures (5-7 d old) by negative selection using peanut agglutinin (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA) and injected s.c. in the left footpad. The evolution of the lesion was monitored weekly by measuring footpad thickness using metric caliper (Mitutoyo Measuring Instruments, Aurora, IL).

To determine parasite concentrations, footpads were weighed and homogenized. A 0.1 ml portion of the homogenate was plated onto 100 mm nitrocellulose plates and incubated at 26˚C for 7-10 d. Wells were examined for viable and motile promastigotes, and the highest dilution that was positive for parasites was considered to be the parasite concentration per milligram of tissue. The total parasite burden was calculated using the weight of the footpad.

Immunizations

A total of 5 µg recombinant L110f protein (Infectious Disease Research Institute, Seattle, WA) was mixed with either 20 µg GLA in a stable emulsion (GLA-SE) (Infectious Disease Research Institute) or MPL-SE (GSK Biologicals, Hamilton, MT), or 50 µg CpG oligonucleotide (ODN) 1826 (Coley Pharmaceuticals, Ottawa, Canada) that was formulated in a stable emulsion, as reported earlier (27). For the vaccine-containing adjuvant combo, L110f was mixed with CpG that had been previously mixed in MPL-SE (MPL-CpG) or GLA-SE (GLA-CpG). All mice were treated 7 d postinfection, by s.c. injection of 0.1 ml vaccine at the base of the tail at weekly intervals.

Cell preparations

For bone marrow dendritic cells (BMDCs), BALB/c bone marrow cells were collected by flushing the femur and tibia with RPMI 1640 (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) and cultured in 100-mm petri dishes (VWR, West Chester, PA), as previously described, for 10 d in the presence of GM-CSF (28). Single-cell suspensions were prepared from individual spleens and pooled draining lymph nodes (dLN; inguinal for vaccine and popliteal for parasite). Spleens and dLN were disrupted between frosted slides and erythrocytes removed from spleens by lysis in 1.66% NH4Cl solution. Mononuclear cells were enumerated using either a hemocytometer or a ViaCount assay with a personal cell analysis system (Guava Technologies, Hayward, CA).

Flow cytometry

Single-cell suspensions from individual spleens and pooled dLNs were isolated after three or five doses of vaccine and cultured at 1 × 10^6 cells/well in duplicate or triplicate in a 96-well U-bottom plate (Corning Glass, Corning, NY) in RPMI 1640 supplemented with 5% heat-inactivated FCS and 100 U/ml penicillin/streptomycin (Invitrogen). For intracellular cytokine staining (ICS), cells were cultured in the presence of 10 µg/ml L110f and GolgiStop for 12-14 h (eBioscience, San Diego, CA). Cells were then fixed for 10 min with Cytofix/Cytoperm (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA), washed in PBS containing 0.1% BSA, incubated with Fc block (eBioscience) for 15 min at 4˚C, and stained with fluorochrome-conjugated mAb anti-CD3, CD4, CD44, IFN-γ, TNF-α, and IL-12p70 (BD Biosciences) or anti-CD3, CD4, IFN-γ, TNF-α, and IL-10 (eBioscience) for 30 min at 4˚C. For cytokine analysis, cells were washed twice in 1× Perm/Wash buffer, suspended in PBS, and analyzed on a modified three-laser LSRII flow cytometer (BD Biosciences). Viable lymphocytes were gated by forward and side scatter, and 50,000 CD3+CD4+ events were acquired for each sample and analyzed with FlowJo software (Tree Star, Ashland, OR).

Cytokine ELISAs

BMDCs were harvested from 10-d-old bone marrow cultures and stimulated at 5 × 10^6 cells/well in triplicate with titrating concentrations of either an aqueous formulation of MPL (MPL-SE; GSK Biologicals) or GLA (GLA-SE; Infectious Disease Research Institute) or CpG ODN 1826 (Coley Pharmaceuticals), or a mixture of both. Culture supernatants were collected after 16-24 h and assayed for IL-12p70 production by ELISA, according to the manufacturer’s instructions (eBioscience).

Single-cell suspensions from either pooled dLNs or individual spleens were cultured at 2 × 10^6 cells/well in triplicate or duplicate in a 96-well U-bottomed plate (Corning Glass) in RPMI 1640 supplemented with 5% heat-inactivated FCS and 50,000 U penicillin/streptomycin (Invitrogen). Cells were cultured in the presence of 10 µg/ml L110f. Culture supernatants were harvested after 72 h, and cytokine content was assayed for IFN-γ and IL-13 production by ELISA, according to the manufacturer’s instructions (eBioscience).

Luminex assay

BMDCs were harvested from 10-d-old bone marrow cultures and stimulated with titrating concentrations of either MPL-SE or CpG ODN 1826 (Coley Pharmaceuticals) or a mixture of both. Culture supernatants were collected at 16-24 h and assayed for the presence of a panel of chemokines and cytokines using the Procarta cytokine assay kit (Panomics, Fremont, CA), according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The assay was run on the Luminex 200 instrument (Luminex, Austin, TX), and analytes were quantified using Maxplex software (Mirai Bio, South San Francisco, CA).

Relative cytokine gene expression by real-time PCR

Infected hind footpad tissues (obtained using a sterile 2-mm biopsy punch; Milex, York, PA) and popliteal lymph nodes were collected, immediately immersed in a suitable volume of RNAlater (Qiagen, Valencia, CA), and stored at -20˚C until use. Samples were homogenized using the Qiagen TissueLyser for two cycles at 25 Hz (1.5 min/cycle). Total RNA was isolated using the RNeasy fibrous tissue kit. Postelution, RNA samples were treated with Turbo DNase (Ambion, Austin, TX) and purified using the RNeasy MiniElute cleanup kit. RNA concentrations were ascertained using the ND-100 NanoDrop spectrophotometer (Nanodrop Technologies, Wilmington, DE), volume adjusted to parity, and quality assessed on a 1.2% agarose gel. First-strand cDNA synthesis was performed with 2 µg RNA in a total reaction volume of 20 µl using the high capacity cDNA reverse-transcription kit with RNase inhibitor (Ambion). The cDNA was diluted to a final concentration of 10 ng/µl (original input RNA). A total of 10 µl of cDNA dilution was amplified with TaqMan Universal PCR Master Mix and TaqMan primers (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA) on a LightCycler 480 system (Roche Applied Science, Indianapolis, IN). Amplification conditions consisted of an initial preincubation at 95˚C for 10 min, followed by amplification of the target DNA for 50 cycles of 95˚C for 15 s and 60˚C for 1 min. The expression levels of genes of interest were normalized to β-actin levels. The results are expressed in fold change over saline control. Negative controls were also included and contained all the elements of the reaction mixture except template DNA. Universal precautions and one-way flow of DNA extraction and amplification were used to prevent contamination.

Statistics

The p values were determined using Student’s t test.

Results

TLR4 agonist, MPL, synergizes with CpG to enhance IL-12p70 production

The L. major murine infection model has been widely used to define Th responses in vivo (29). It is established that IL-12 production plays a critical role in both the induction and magnitude of a primary Th1 response, and is crucial for protection against Leishmania disease progression (29-31). It has been reported previously that TLR4 agonists, MPL and GLA, can induce dendritic cells (DCs) to produce high levels of proinflammatory cytokines, including IL-12 (32-34). Furthermore, using this agonist as an adjuvant in a prophylactic setup with the polyprotein Ag L110f has been shown to induce a protective response against the parasite
To optimize formulations for therapeutic use, we explored other TLR agonists known to induce or enhance the production of IL-12, either alone or in combination with MPL. Activation of TLRs 4 and 9 with LPS and CpG was shown to act synergistically and enhance IL-12 production by DCs (35). To investigate whether MPL could synergize similarly with a TLR9 agonist, we cultured BMDCs with titrating concentrations of MPL in presence or absence of CpG. We also tested the synthetic TLR4 agonist, GLA, a glucopyranosyl lipid A (33, 34). Combination of these agonists was synergistic, as was seen with LPS and CpG in previous reports, with >10-fold increase in the levels of IL-12p70 in BMDC cultures (35) (Fig. 1).

The immunotherapy model

We have previously shown that prophylactic immunization of naive animals with L110f and MPL can protect against L. major and Leishmania infantum infection (14, 21). To identify factors that were crucial in a therapeutic vaccine that could be administered during active infection, we developed a high-dose infection model wherein BALB/c mice were infected in the footpad with a virulent strain of L. major. As seen in Fig. 2A, infection with this dose induced a rapid increase in footpad parasite numbers, with accompanying swelling reaching >4 mm in size within 6 wk of infection. Infected animals were immunized on a weekly basis beginning 7 d postinfection with either L110f-MPL, L110f-CpG, or the vaccine-containing adjuvant combo (L110f-MPL-CpG; L110f-GLA-CpG). As a control, mice were injected with either saline or adjuvants alone.

There was a dramatic lessening of disease progression, as seen by reduction of footpad swelling in mice treated with L110f and the adjuvant combination containing both TLR agonists (Fig. 2A). Calculation of parasite burden in these animals 6 wk later showed a significant decrease in animals that had received the vaccine-containing adjuvant combo (p < 0.0001; Fig. 2B). These results clearly showed that only this vaccine was capable of inhibiting disease progression and corresponding parasite burden.

Understanding the influence of infection on the immune system

The inability to alter course of infection using therapeutic vaccination with a single adjuvant suggested that the presence of the parasite may be affecting the generation of an effective immune response. To address this, we evaluated immune responses against these Ag/adjuvant(s) both during and in the absence of infection. Naïve or infected mice were euthanized after either three or five doses of vaccine and cells stimulated ex vivo and evaluated for Ag-specific IFN-γ–secreting CD4 T cells. On comparing immune responses after three doses of vaccine (at week 4), we found that the frequency of IFN-γ–secreting CD4 T cells was similar between all groups that had received Ag and was mainly restricted to the spleen in the absence of infection (Fig. 3Aa). During infection, however, we observed a distinct decrease in the overall frequency of these cells. This was especially seen with L110f-MPL, which failed to generate Ag-specific CD4 T cells in the spleen during infection (Fig. 3Ab). We also found that whereas the majority of Ag-specific IFN-γ–secreting CD4 T cells was present in the spleen, a small frequency was also observed in both parasite dLN (popliteal) and vaccine dLN (inguinal) (Fig. 3Ac). This selective recruitment of Ag-specific T cells to the parasite dLN was seen in groups that received L110f-CpG or the vaccine-containing adjuvant combo, and only slightly enhanced in the latter. We did not observe any significant changes in the CD8 T cell subset during infection (Supplemental Fig. 1).

After five doses of vaccines at week 6, the CD4 response was markedly reduced in mice that received L110f-CpG in comparison with mice immunized with vaccine-containing adjuvant combo, which showed a much higher frequency of activated Ag-specific CD4 T cells (p < 0.005 versus adjuvants alone; p ≤ 0.01 versus L110f-CpG) (Fig. 3Aa). We failed to see a statistically significant number of activated T cells in either dLNs during infection at this time with most Ag-specific CD4 T cells being found in the spleen (Fig. 3Ab). Further analysis for T cell activation clearly showed that the vaccine-containing adjuvant combo was more successful in activating T cells during infection in comparison with other vaccines (p < 0.005 versus L110f-MPL; p < 0.05 versus L110f-CpG).

High ratio of terminal effector cells to multifunctional cells helps control parasite burden

Our data showed both L110f-CpG and the vaccine-containing adjuvant combo to be capable of inducing Ag-specific Th cell activation during infection. Yet only the latter managed to control the disease, leading us to question the quality of these activated T cells. Recently, Darrah et al. (20, 23) reported multifunctional CD4 T cells that produce IFN-γ, TNF-α, and IL-2 to be a protective correlate for vaccines based on Th1 responses. To determine whether this was a protective correlate in our system, we analyzed our activated T cell subset for both TNF-α and IL-2 expression (Fig. 4Aa, 4Ab).

As reported earlier, a significant proportion of the IFN-γ–producing cells generated in the absence of infection was multifunctional, especially in animals treated with L110f-MPL. Week 4 analyses showed that this vaccine induced the highest frequency (≈10% of CD44(high)IFN-γ+) of these cells (14, 20). Notably, the group treated with the vaccine-containing adjuvant combo induced the lowest frequency of this subset even in the absence of infection (≈2% of the IFN-γ–producing cells; Fig. 4Aa). Analyses for generation of multifunctional subsets during infection at week 4 showed >50% of the IFN-γ producers to be terminal effectors (only IFN-γ+). The remainder of the population was mostly double positive for both IFN-γ and TNF-α with a distinct lack of IL-2 producers (Fig. 4Bb–d).

Analyses of the IFN-γ producers in both the absence and presence of infection at week 6 showed a trend similar to that seen earlier at week 4 (Fig. 4Ca, 4Cb). The complete lack of IL-2 producers, although not surprising, was rather striking in these animals. The fact that animals that had received L110f-CpG generated a response similar to animals that were treated with vaccine-containing adjuvant combo led us to reanalyze our data and calculate the ratio of these subsets with respect to IFN-γ producers. As seen in Fig. 4Da and 4Db, uninfected mice that
received the vaccine-containing adjuvant combo showed a higher frequency of terminal effectors in comparison with multifunctional subset. More importantly, this ratio was maintained even when this vaccine was administered during active infection (Fig. 4Dc, 4Dd). These data showed generation of terminal effectors to be an effective correlate of protection for an immunotherapeutic vaccine.

Controlling the cytokine milieu during infection

*L. major* is a protozoan known to take advantage of the Th2 response in the BALB/c model (36). Strategies that promote a Th1 response during infection in this model have been shown to reduce disease drastically (12, 13, 37). Our data showed that the vaccine-containing adjuvant combo induced high frequencies of terminal effectors early on during infection (Fig. 4Bb–d). To examine the effect of this subset on the surrounding cytokine milieu, we analyzed the cytokine response of these animals by stimulating them with Ag ex vivo. Assays for IFN-γ and IL-13 production on uninfected animals at both weeks 4 and 6 showed that all groups that received Ag and adjuvant induced a strong Th1 response with a high ratio of IFN-γ/IL-13 producers in both spleen (Fig. 5Aa, 5Ab) and dLNs (Fig. 5Ac, 5Ad). Assays for other Th2 cytokines, such as IL-4, IL-5, and IL-10, were mostly negative in these cultures (data not shown). To test the effect of these terminal effectors during infection, we mainly focused on the parasite dLNs. Interestingly, although we did detect the presence of the latter cytokines (IL-4, IL-5, and IL-10) in the presence of infection, the most striking aspect was the high ratio of IFN-γ/IL-13 producers in both spleen (Fig. 5Ba, 5Bb; data not shown). Examination of serum Ig responses for IgG1/IgG2a against L110f showed a similar trend with animals that received vaccine-containing adjuvant combo showing a dominant Th1-dependent IgG2a response during infection (data not shown). These data indicated that vaccine-containing adjuvant combo treatment induced a much stronger Th1 response during infection, when compared with the groups that received L110f-MPL or L110f-CpG, and to be more capable of curing infection.

**TLR synergy-induced chemokines may help promote disease clearance**

It was apparent from our data that the vaccine-containing adjuvant combo induced a strong Th1 response that contributed to inhibiting disease progression in these animals, but questions remained regarding the ability of these cells to actually respond to *L. major* infection (Fig. 2). Several reports have shown that *L. major* modulates the immediate environment so as to only recruit Th2 cells to the site of infection by virtue of CCL7 induction (38–40). This chemokine, while being able to bind multiple receptors (CCR1, 2, and 3), expressed on DCs, monocytes, and T cells, can recruit Th2 cells specifically by virtue of the latter differentially expressing CCR3. To address whether TLR synergy may enhance specific chemokines to help Th1 recruitment, we analyzed supernatants from BMDCs that had been cultured with either TLR4 or TLR9 agonists or a mixture of both on a multiplex platform for production of several cytokines and chemokines. As shown in Fig. 6A, RANTES (CCL5), a chemokine involved in Th1 cell recruitment, was synergistically enhanced in cells that were cultured with both agonists. Notably, any increase seen in CCL7 production by these DCs was additive, if not nonexistent (Fig. 6B). This clearly showed that combining these two agonists was extremely beneficial in not just triggering a Th1 response, but also possibly in helping these cells migrate to the site of infection.

To confirm whether this was true in vivo, we also analyzed the parasite-popliteal dLNs and footpads from mice that had been infected and treated with either adjuvant alone or the vaccine-containing adjuvant combo for the expression of IL-12, IFN-γ, IL-10, and RANTES mRNA. Interestingly, IL-12 expression was significantly higher in the dLNs of mice that had received adjuvants alone compared with the group that received the vaccine-containing adjuvant combo for the expression of IL-12, IFN-γ, IL-10, and RANTES mRNA. Interestingly, IL-12 expression was significantly higher in the dLNs of mice that had received adjuvants alone compared with the group that received the vaccine-containing adjuvant combo (Fig. 7A). In contrast, analyses of infected footpads from the latter group revealed high levels of RANTES mRNA (≈7-fold; *p* < 0.05) and IFN-γ (≈8-fold; *p* < 0.05) being expressed in this group compared with the footpads of the adjuvants-alone group (Fig. 7B). Even though the adjuvants had induced high levels of IL-12, they failed to induce RANTES at the site of infection. These data showed the importance of Ag in directing activated T cells to the site of infection during immunotherapy.

**Discussion**

Over the past decade, we have come to understand the role played by the host innate immune response in initiating and directing adaptive immunity (41, 42). New insights into the role of the innate immune system in inducing IL-12, a crucial cytokine in initiating Th1 responses, have simplified vaccine design to a great

**FIGURE 2.** The immunotherapy model. BALB/c mice were infected in the hind footpads with 1–2 × 10⁷ metacyclic promastigotes of *L. major*. One week postinfection, mice were immunized weekly with either control saline or various vaccine formulations, and footpads were measured every week prior to vaccination (A). Footpads were harvested at the end of the experiment by limiting dilution to estimate parasite burden (B). *p* < 0.0001. Data are representative of four independent experiments.
FIGURE 3. Effect of ongoing infection on the immune response. A, Naive (a) or infected (b, c) BALB/c mice were immunized weekly and harvested 1 wk after the third immunization. Individual spleens and pooled dLNs were stimulated ex vivo for 12 h and analyzed by ICS for activated CD44hiIFN-γ+ CD4 T cells. Percentage of CD4 T cells positive for CD44 and IFN-γ is plotted. \( p < 0.04; ***p < 0.001. \) Data are representative of two independent experiments. B, Naive (a) or infected (b) BALB/c mice were immunized weekly and harvested 1 wk after the fifth immunization. Spleens were stimulated ex vivo for 12 h and analyzed by ICS for activated CD44hiIFN-γ+ CD4 T cells. Percentage of CD4 T cells positive for CD44 and IFN-γ is plotted. \( *p < 0.005; **p < 0.001; ***p < 0.05. \) Data are representative of three independent experiments.
The protozoan parasite *Leishmania* is one for which immune control mechanisms are fairly well understood, but improved therapies are needed. Anti-*Leishmania* drugs, such as Pentostam, Ambisome, and Paramomycin, have been only partially successful (6). First reported in 1912, immunotherapy was largely abandoned with the introduction of antimony until the 1970s, when drug resistance and toxicity came into focus (8, 10, 11, 24). The initial studies used an active approach with live or killed parasite, which, although successful, has fallen out of favor due to reports of adverse reactions at injection site and quality control issues (8, 10, 11, 24). A similar approach with heat-killed parasite and bacillus Calmette-Guérin vaccination has met with varied success, but is also falling out of favor for similar reasons (44). In 1993, Badaro and Johnson (45) showed passive immunotherapy...

**FIGURE 4.** Higher ratio of terminal effectors to multifunctional T cells needed during active infection. A, Gating strategy to identify multifunctional T cells versus terminal effectors: using multiparameter flow cytometry, CD44highIFN-γ+CD4 T cells were further analyzed for IL-2 and TNF-α production. B, Naive mice were immunized weekly with Ag L110f in combination with different adjuvant(s) and harvested 1 wk after the third immunization, and splenocytes were stimulated ex vivo for 12 h and analyzed by ICS (a). Infected mice were immunized weekly and harvested 1 wk after the third immunization, and splenocytes were stimulated ex vivo for 12 h and analyzed by ICS (b). Cells from pooled inguinal lymph nodes (c) and pooled popliteal lymph nodes (d) of infected mice were also stimulated ex vivo for 12 h and analyzed by ICS. Percentage of CD44highIFN-γ+ CD4 T cells positive for IFN-γ and/or IL-2 and/or TNF-α is plotted for all organs. Data are representative of two independent experiments. C, Naive (a) or infected (b) BALB/c mice were immunized weekly with Ag L110f in combination with different adjuvant(s) and harvested 1 wk after the fifth immunization. Splenocytes were stimulated ex vivo for 12 h and analyzed by ICS for activated CD44highIFN-γ+ CD4 T cells positive for IFN-γ and/or IL-2 and/or TNF-α is plotted. Data are representative of three independent experiments. D, Flow data from week 4 and week 6 were reanalyzed to calculate ratios of terminal effectors (only IFN-γ++) to bifunctional T cells (IFN-γ+ TNF-α+, ♦) or multifunctional T cells (IFN-γ+TNF-α+ IL-2+, □) in the absence (a, b) or presence (c, d) of infection. *p < 0.01; **p ≤ 0.05; ***p < 0.1. Data are representative of two independent experiments. n.d, none detected.
using a combination of IFN-γ and drug to be successful in drug refractory visceral leishmaniasis in humans. Furthermore, administration of IL-12 has also proven curative in mouse models of CL (30, 46). Alternatively, anti–IL-4 Ab therapy has been shown to be successful in treating borderline infection in mice (47). Recently, our group advanced this approach with the successful use of defined Ags with the immune modulator GM-CSF to treat patients with drug refractory mucosal leishmaniasis (26).
In the current study, we focused on MPL and CpG mainly due to their history of effectiveness in leishmaniasis (12, 14, 18–21). These agonists induce a variety of cytokines, including IL-12, and have both been used individually with great success in several vaccine studies, especially in prophylaxis (14, 20, 21). Infection of TLR4−/− mice has shown these animals to be far more susceptible to disease than wild-type animals (48). Signaling through TLR4 has been shown to control IL-10 and MCP1 expression and elevate Th1 cytokine, IFN-γ, during L. major infection (48, 49). Furthermore, the TLR4 agonist MPL has also been shown to establish a strong Th1 response that protects against disease (12, 14, 21). Similarly, expression of its receptor, TLR9, on dermal DCs has made CpG an attractive target for both prophylaxis and immunotherapy (50). Flynn et al. (19) reported injection of CpG ODN in the site of infection 3 d before and after challenge enhanced host resistance to CL and decreased lesion severity. Also, Li et al. (51) reported that gene therapy with an unmethylated plasmid expressing IL-18 controlled disease by targeting TLR9. The protective effect is explained by the fact that all vaccine approaches that result in early accumulation of IFN-γ producers at the lesion site have always been successful in Leishmania (12, 21, 46, 47, 52). The lack of effectiveness of these agonists (when used individually) in our study could be explained by the delay in this process. It should also be noted that groups that have used CpG successfully in immunotherapy started treatment shortly postinfection, unlike the approach used in the current study (18, 19).

In this study, we questioned whether these TLR agonists could control disease if used in a therapeutic vaccine aimed at areas that are endemic for disease. We developed a high-dose infection model wherein all mice, if not treated, would succumb to infection. Our results clearly showed that both of these agonists, which have been shown to be successful individually during prophylaxis by virtue of their inducing multifunctional T cells, were ineffective when used therapeutically (Figs. 2, 4). Combination of these two agonists in the vaccine mixture, however, increased efficacy. Our data showed that TLR synergy helped initiate a strong Th1 response during disease by increasing IL-12 production. Furthermore, analysis of our data revealed that this was at least in part due to the high
frequencies of IFN-γ++ terminal effectors generated by this vaccine that presumably helped decrease parasite burden in these animals. These results also raise an argument about using multifunctional T cells as a protective correlate for vaccines against leishmaniasis when analyzed in the context of a therapeutic setting.

Our data show that triggering more than one TLR could be an effective approach to optimize immune therapy. Lanzavecchia and coworkers (35) recently raised the possibility of using this synergistic TLR stimulation in real life, to mimic pathogens that contain several TLR agonists that trigger TLRs in different cellular compartments. In agreement, Bagchi et al. (53) demonstrated that MyD88-associated and TIR-domain–containing adapter-inducing IFN-β–associated TLR agonists can synergize to induce high levels of proinflammatory cytokines by virtue of signaling through these two different pathways simultaneously. It is now clear that MyD88-associated TLRs 2, 5, 7, and 9 can cooperate with TIR-domain–containing adapter-inducing IFN-β–associated TLRs 3 and 4 to enhance proinflammatory cytokines. This synergistic activation has been shown to enhance NK, Th, and CTL responses in vitro and in vivo (35, 53–55). More interestingly, Whitmore et al. (56) showed this synergistic activity (between TLR3 and 9) to be beneficial in antitumor therapy in a mouse tumor model. Mice treated with CpG and poly(I:C) (a TLR3 agonist) showed enhanced antitumor activity compared with treatment with either agonist alone. Combining the MyD88-independent TLR4 agonist, MPL, with CpG turned out to be an ideal combination in our study. As reported earlier with LPS, combination of either LPS-derivative MPL or the synthetic MPL analog, GLA, with the TLR9 agonist, CpG, induced high levels of IL-12 in BMDC cultures. Furthermore, this adjuvant combination also inhibited disease progression when administered with Ag L110f during active disease (Fig. 2).

Importantly, our study highlighted the role played by Ag in immunotherapy. Animals that received adjuvants alone failed to control parasite burden even though they did show a slight delay in footpad increase in some experiments (Fig. 2A, 2B; data not shown). It was clear in our study that the presence of Ag in the vaccine was as crucial as TLR synergy to direct activated T cells to the site of infection. Previous studies that have used adjuvant alone to induce immunomodulation in CL have encountered similar results and had to rely on parallel treatments with leishmanicidal drugs. Imiquimod, a TLR7 agonist, was only partially successful when applied as a topical cream on the lesion (Aldara; 5% imiquimod) or Leshcutan (Paramomycin ointment) has been more successful when applied as a topical cream on the lesion. Interestingly, whereas both CCL7 and IL-10 were induced when stimulated with either CpG or MPL alone, we failed to see synergy on stimulation with both these agonists together. Our in vivo data confirmed that TLR synergy that we had observed in vitro was operational during infection (Figs. 6 and 7). The fact that mice treated with adjuvants alone failed to induce RANTES at the site of infection despite inducing high levels of IL-12 in the dLNs also showed Ag to be a crucial factor in this process. Although we were surprised to see low levels of IL-12 being produced in the dLNs compared with the footpad in the group that received vaccine containing the adjuvant combo, this could be explained by the differential kinetics of the immune response between the two groups. Studies that dissect the early kinetics of the immune response should be more helpful in explaining this process.

Our findings show the benefits of assessing immune function in disease before designing vaccines against them. We show that TLR synergy can be exploited to its full use in disease settings to induce optimal immune responses.
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Supplementary Data:

Supplementary Figure 1. Infected Balb/C mice were immunized weekly and spleens harvested 1 week post third immunization. Splenocytes were anaylzed for CD8+ cells by gating on the CD4-CD3+ population (a). Cells were stimulated ex vivo for 12-14 hours with media (b), or PMA/Ionomycin (c), or L110f (d) and analyzed by ICS for CD44<sup>hi</sup> IFN-γ<sup>++</sup>CD8 T cells. The same sample set was also analyzed for percent CD4 T cells positive for CD44 and IFN-γ (e). Flow data for percent CD8 T cells positive for CD44 and IFN-γ in response to the various stimuli are plotted (f; also shown in Fig.3. 1). Data is representative of two independent experiments.
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